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Abstract. Let X be compact Hausdorff, £ the natural numbers or integers,

</>: X —» X , and {<pk : k 6 £} a (semi)group of continuous functions from

X to X . Given the dynamical system (X, p,I),let 21 be a Z-invariant C*-

algebra of bounded functions containing C(X). There is a natural extension

(X.f, I) of {X, tp,!.) where X is the spectrum of 21 and tp is given by

y(x)f = x(f o <p). If 21 has a dense subset of functions continuous on a

cofinite set, then (X, p, I) inherits the properties of minimality and topological

transitivity from (X, tp, I) if 21 contains no point characteristic functions.

I. Introduction

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and take Z to be either the semigroup

N ( = {0,1 ,2 , ...} ) or Z. Let <p: X ^ X be a continuous mapping (Z =

N) or a homeomorphism (Z = Z), so that cp is continuous for all k e Z.

The triple (X ,tp ,1.) is called a dynamical system. To avoid trivialities, we

will assume that all compact Hausdorff spaces under consideration have infinite

cardinality.

Given the dynamical systems (X ,q> ,Z) and (Y ,y/ ,~L), if there exists a

continuous surjection, p : Y —► X for which the following diagram commutes,

y —su y

'i     l'
X -► X

p

then ( F, y/ , Z) is called an extension of (A!-, tp , Z), while (X ,<p ,Y) is called

a factor of ( F , y/ , Z).

Given * g .Y, the set {tp (x): k e Z} is called the tp-orbit of x and is

denoted by cf (x). If there is an * € X such that Ô' (x) is dense in X, then
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(X, cp ,Z) is said to be topologically transitive. If cf (x) is dense in X for all

* e X, then (X, tp , Z) is called minimal.

It is easy to show that if (X, q>, Z) has either of these dynamical properties,

then any factor of (X , (p , Z) enjoys the same property. However, these proper-

ties will in general fail to carry over to extensions. Most of the discussion in the

literature on extensions of dynamical systems concerns extensions arising from

a construction like the skew-product [5]; however, it is also natural to study

extensions obtained from function algebras.

Let B(X) denote the algebra of all bounded, complex-valued functions on

X in the supremum norm, and let 21 be a C* -algebra of functions on X with

C(X) c 21 c B(X) and such that / o / € 21 whenever / e21, k e Z. (We say

21 is Irinvariant.) If X is the spectrum of 21, then X is compact and with

the map cp: X —► X defined by (p(x)f = x(f ° <p), (X, tp ,Z) is a dynamical
system. Furthermore, this dynamical system is an extension of (X, tp , Z) ; the

map p : X —► X is simply taken to be the restriction of pure states of 21 to

C(X). Generally speaking, the larger the algebra 21, the less the resemblance

between X and X.

For example, let 38 denote the C* -algebra generated by the bounded,

complex-valued functions on X which are continuous on a cofinite set (i.e.,

the complement of a set of finite cardinality). (Of course 38 will also

contain functions with infinitely many points of discontinuity). Suppose that

(X , <p , Z) is minimal and cp has the property that tp~ (*) is of finite cardinal-

ity for each * e X. (Then / o cpk e 33 whenever / € 38 .) Taking 21 = ^,

(X, (p , Z) will not even be topologically transitive. For given *, e X, there is

an *0 € X\cf (xx). We will see that the function

1,       * = *0 ,

0 ,       * ^ *0 ,

gives rise to an isolated point in X\cfAxx) where *, €/?"'(*,).

Our principal result (Theorem II.9) includes that if 21 has a dense subset of

functions each of which is continuous on a cofinite set and if 21 contains no

function ex , then (X , cp , Z) inherits the properties of minimality and topolog-

ical transitivity from (X, <p , Z).

II

We continue with the notation from I.

II. 1. Lemma. The map ip: X —» X satisfies

(i) (j> is continuous;

(ii) if tp is surjective, then <p is surjective,

(iii) if cp is a homeomorphism, then ip is a homeomorphism;

exo={
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(iv) p: X -+ X is a continuous surjection and the diagram

X -?-*X

X

commutes.   Thus, the dynamical system (X, ip , Z)  is an extension of

(X,<p,l).

The proofs are routine.

Next we give an alternative description of X = spec(2l). Let

Y = c\{(x,(f(x))fez):xex}cXxllf(XJ    ;

so Y is compact Hausdorff.

Define the maps p: Y —> X and pf: Y -* f(X) c C as follows: if

y = (*, (íy)yea), let p(y) = *, pAy) = tf. Then p, Pj- are continuous

surjections.

Now the maps pf separate the points of Y : For suppose yx ^ y2 where

y, = (*, , (i/)/ea), y2 = (*2, (sf)fe<n) ■ If *, 7e x2, then there is a continuous

function /0 € C(X) c 2t for which /0(*,) / /qÍ^) ■ Since tj. = f0(xx) and

sf = ^o(x2) ' 'l follows p, (yx) / p. (y2). If *, = *2, then for some /, e 21,

f/i ^S/i 'S0  ^/^l) Ve ̂ ,(^2) •
Thus the set {pf:fe 21} is an algebra of continuous, complex-valued func-

tions on Y which separates the points, contains the constant functions, and is

closed under complex conjugation. Furthermore,

\\pf\\ = sup{|P/(j;)|: y € Y} - sup{|í|: t e f(X)}

= sup{\f(x)\:xeX} = \\f\\.

It follows that / —► Pf is an isometric isomorphism of 21 with a dense sub-

algebra of C(Y) (by Stone-Weierstrass). But 21 is complete by hypothesis, so

{pf : f € 21} is complete and hence equal to C(Y). This proves the

11.2. Proposition.   Y = spec(2l).

Henceforth we will often use /  ( in addition to pf) to denote the Gelfand

transform of / e 21.

11.3. Remark. Instead of realizing X as the closure of the graph

{{x, (/(*))/€a) :xeX}cXx]\T(X)

as above, it is also possible to realize X as the closure of the graph {(*,

(f(x))reE): x € X} c X x Ylf€Ef(X) where E is any Z-invariant subset of
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the unit ball of 21 which topologically generates 21; i.e., the algebraic span of

E is dense in 21.

11.4. Remark. If E has countable cardinality, then C(Y) is separable, so Y is

metrizable [2, p. 144, Theorem 6.6]. A metric is given by

n=\ L

where £ = {£:/! = 1,2,...}.

11.5. Remark. The action of tp on Y is <p(y) - (<p(x), (iy0„)ye2l) where y =

11.6. Definition. Let / € B(X), * e X, We define the limit set of f at x to be

{z G C : there exists a net (*,) c X, *(. —► *, *■ ̂  *, such that /(*,-) -» z} ,

and denote it by A(/;*). The same notation will be used for vector-valued

functions f:X-*Cn.

11.1. Lemma. Let /G21, xeX.

(i) f(p-\x)) = A(f;x)u{f(x)}^
(ii) Iff is continuous at x, f(p    (*)) = {/(*)}.

Proof, (i) Let * G /?"'(*). Then either * = (* ,(/(*))y€2l), in which case

/(*) = /(*), or else * = lim(*(, (/(*,-))yea), where *( —► *, *( ^ *, and

/(*,) —► Xj- G A(/;*). (ii) follows immediately from (i).

We pause to motivate the main theorem with the following

H.8. Examples, (i) Let x be the characteristic function of an orbit {cp (*0): k g

Z} ; so x ° <P = X ■ Take 21 to be the ( Z-invariant) C* -algebra generated by

C(X) and x ■ Since f -* f is an isometric isomorphism, x = X with range

{0,1}; thus XQ = x~l(0) and Xx = jf_1(l) are nonempty open sets whose

union is Î. It follows from x = X°~<P = X ° <P that X0 and Xx are Z-

invariant. In particular, (X, ß, Z) is not topologically transitive.

(ii) Suppose 21 contains the function e   .  Then y0 = (*0, (/(*0))y€a) €

F = X is an isolated point as is each tp (y0), k G Z. It follows that (X, ^, Z)

is not minimal, for Y being compact implies there is a y[ € F\¿f.(y0) • Then

y0 £ ^(^i). so ^o £ ^(vi) since y0 is isolated.

II.9. Theorem. Let (X , <p , Z) <te a dynamical system, and let 21 d C(X) be a Z-

invariant C*-algebra which is topologically generated by a subset E of functions,

each of which is continuous on a cofinite set. Let X be the spectrum of 21 and

(X, p, Z) the resulting extension with p : X -* X the continuous surjection.

Consider the following conditions.

(i) f(x) G A(/ ; *) for all f G 21 and for all xeX.
(ii)"% contains no characteristic function ex   (x G X).
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(iii) If the orbit Ô (*0) is dense in X, then the orbit cf.(x0) is dense in X

for every xQ e p~l(x0), (*0 G X).

Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent, and each implies (iii). If we also assume

that q>~ (*) is a finite set for each xeX, X contains no isolated points, and

there is ( at least ) one point in X with a dense orbit, then (iii) implies (i) and

(ii).

Following immediately is the

11.10. Corollary. Suppose 21 satisfies either (i) or (ii). Then,

(a) if (X , (p , Z) is topologically transitive,  (X, <p , Z) is also topologically

transitive,

(b) // (X ,cp , Z) is minimal, (X, ip , Z) is also minimal.

Proof of Theorem 11.9. Clearly (i) => (ii). Suppose (i) fails to hold, so there is

a g G 21 and *0 G X with g(x0) <£ A(g;x0). Set

gi=g-g(x0); gx(x0) = 0,

g2 = g\ fi ; g2(x0) = 0, range(g2) c [0, cc),

S3 = gi/WgiW i £3(*o) = ° - range(#3) c [0,1],
g4 = 1 - ¿?3 ; g4(x0) = l • range(S4) C [0, 1].

Since 1 £ A(g4;*0), there is an e > 0 and an open neighborhood U of *0

such that g4(x) < 1 - e for * g Í7\{*0}. By Urysohn's lemma there is an

h G C(X), 0 < h < 1, A(*0) = 1, supp(A) c U. Let gs = hg4. Then
£5 G 2t and g5(*0) = 1, while 0 < £5(*) < 1 - e for * G X\{x0]. Then

eXo = lim^^ g¡ G 21. Thus (ii) =* (i).  '

To show (i) => (iii) we need the following

11.11. Lemma. Suppose g(x()) G A(g;x0) for all *0 G X and for all g e

C(fl ,f2./„)  where C*(fx ,f2, ... ,fn)  is the C*-algebra generated by

J\ > ■■■ > J„

G B(X). Then f(x0) e A(f;xQ) where f = (/,.fn) maps X to C" .

Proof. Suppose f(x0) £ A(f ,*0). Let K c C" be compact such that f(X) c

K. Since A(f ; *0) is closed, by Urysohn's lemma there is a continuous function

u: K -► [0,1] such that u(f(x0)) = 0 and u\   -      = 1.
A(/ ,x0)

Consider the coordinate functions q¡: K —► C,  ^(z,.rw) =s 2¿.   By

Stone-Weierstrass, the algebra over C generated by {qx , ... , qn , qx , ... , qn , 1}

is dense in the continuous functions on K. Hence h = u(fx , ... ,fn) G

C*(fx, ... ,fn). But then h(x0) $. A(/z ;*0), a contradiction.

(i) => (iii). By Remark II.3 we may consider X c X x Y[j-€Ef(X) where

each / G E is continuous on a cofinite set. Let U c X be a nonempty basic
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open set; i.e. given, say fx, ... , fn e E, let U¡ be open in f¡(X). Then

U = X n j if x U" x        Yl       JJX) j
V /€£\{/l .fn} )

where U' is open in X and U" = Ux x • • • x Un .

Let / = (fx , ... , fn ) : X —» C" , then / is continuous on a cofinite sub-

set X0 c X. Since by Lemma II. 11 / satisfies the limit set condition, the

nonempty set f~l(U") n U' has infinite cardinality. Thus the set / ~ (17") n

U' n X0 is nonempty. But the latter is (/ \X0)~l(U") n Ú = V which is open

in X0—hence also in X—since f \X0 is continuous.

By hypothesis (iii) of the theorem, the orbit of *0 is dense in X, so there

is a k G Z with tp (*0) G V.   Choose an arbitrary *0 G 7?-1(*0).   Since
^•k ^k ^

P(<P (x0)) e V, <p (*0) g U, and we conclude that the orbit cf^(x0) is dense

in X.

(iii) => (ii). Suppose ex G 21 and *, has a dense orbit in X.

Case 1. *0 = *, . Since *0 is not an isolated point, p~ (*0) contains at

least two points yQ and y'0 where y0 = (*0 , (/(*0))/ea) and

y'0 = lim(*;., (/(*,.))/€Sa),       *,. - *0 , *,- ¿ *0.

-
Since y0 is an isolated point, y0 $ ^Áy'r,) ■

k k
Case 2. *0 g cf(xx). Then *0 = cp (xx), so ex ° <p   G 21 is the characteristic

function of the finite set cp" (*0), which includes the point xx . By Urysohn's

lemma, there is a function h G C(X) such that h(xx) = 1 and ^|   <(   ,.    = 0.

Then h ■ (e   o m ) = e   G 21. This is Case 1.
v   Xo       T     ' X\ _

Case 3. *0 <£ cf (xx). Since y0 is isolated, y0 ^ &${xx) for any *, G

p~l(xx).

11.12. Corollary. Let (X ,q> ,Z) tea dynamical system such that X has no

isolated points and tp is an open map. Let {*;},e/ c X be a collection of points

and {^},€/ c B(X) a collection of functions satisfying

(a) c;i is continuous on ^\{*,}, /' G I ;

(b) the orbits cf^x^, cfc(Xj) are disjoint for i^j;

(c) tp~ (x¡) is a finite set for k e N, i el.

Let 21 be the C*-subalgebra of B(X) generated by C(X) and the functions

{¡oc) , i e I, k G Z. Then Theorem 11.9 applies to 21, and condition (i) may

be rephrased as:

(i') £,.(*,) G A^.;*,.)   for all i el.
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Proof. \ï tp is a homeomorphism, ¿¡(;o tp   has at most one point of discontinuity,

tp~ (*;), and clearly Ç. satisfies the limit set condition at *( iff ^oj»   satisfies
_k

the condition at <p    (*(.).  Suppose Z = N and £,(*,) G A(¿;;. ;*;). Let {rn}

be a net converging to *( such that £,(*,) = limn¿;((ín).  For a fixed k e N
—k k

let s e <p (x¡). Given an open neighborhood, U,, of s, cp (U¡) is an open

neighborhood of xi, so there is an s e U¡ such that q> (s¡) — tn . Then the

net Sj - s and lim; £. o /fy) == Um, <*.(iB>) = lim„ <«.(*„) = £.(*,) = £. o /(j).

It follows from this argument and (b) that /(*,) G A(/;*(.) V/ G 21, V/e/.

Since X has no isolated points, /(*) G A(f ;*) V/ G 21 and V* G X.

Finally, it follows from condition (c) that the functions C¡oc,  , which together

with C(X) topologically generate 21, are each continuous on a cofinite set.

11.13. Remark. It would be interesting to have a theorem analogous to Theo-

rem II.9 which applied to arbitrary Z-invariant C*-function algebras between

C(X) and B(X). Indeed, the equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) does hold

in general. However, without some restriction (i) does not imply (iii). For

let (X, <p , Z) be a minimal dynamical system and take (X, cp , Z) to be the

extension described in Example II.8(i). This system is not even topologically

transitive even though the limit set condition is satisfied for every / G 21.

Finally, we see that an extension can be topologically transitive even if con-

dition (i) of Theorem II.9 is not satisfied.

11.14. Proposition. Let (X ,<p ,Z) be a dynamical system and let {*,}, {£;,}

be as in Corollary 11.12. Fix an index i0 = 0 G I, and assume that c;0(*0) £

A(¿;0;*0); otherwise assume £,(*,) G A(£(. ;*.). Suppose that cf (x0) is dense

in X, and let y0 = (*0 , (/(*0))/ea). Then,

(i) if Z = N, y0 is the unique point of X with a dense orbit;

(ii) if Z — Z, then y has a dense orbit iff y e tfJy0).

Sketch of Proof. Since the points cf.(y0) are open, no point lying outside this

orbit can itself have a dense orbit. The fact that cf.(y0) is dense is essentially

the same as in Theorem II.9.
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